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Section -A
L. Answer the following questions

A signed measure p is totally finite if E is m
The measure of is Zero.

ofa negative set is negati
The Hahn decomposition is not
The radon-Nikodym derivative dv/dp is unique
A necessary and sufficient condition that ArxAz be a
that

g. Iff is a function of bounded variation, the
everywhere.

h. Every absolutely continuous function is di
i. Every absolutely continuous function f(x) is

derivatives.
j. If the derivative of two absolutely continuous

function--
2. Answer the following question

a. Define signed measure
b. State Hahn decomposition theorem
c. Define product measure
d. Define total variation of a function
e. Define Baire measure.

Section -B
Answer all questions

3. State and prove Radon Nikodym theorem

Show that the Radon Nikodym theorem for a finite measure p
o-finite measure p.

4. State and prove Lebesgue Decomposition theorem

OR
Show that if V is a signed measure such that

V I p and v<< p, Then V:0
5. State and prove Fubini's Theorem

Or
Show that
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5. State and prove Jordan Decomposition Theorem.

OR
Show that every increasing function on [a,b] is of bounded
function of bounded variation on [a,b] is almost everywhere

a. If po is a Bair measure and if , for every c in g
>(a) tr(c) = tnf {p,o(u):

Then prove that .i is regular content.

and every

on [a,b].
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b. Prove that the union ofsequence ofouter regular sets outer regular. Also the
union of an increasing sequence of inner regular sets is

OR

Show that the Borel measure p is not regular.

regular
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